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MESH GRILL KIT FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

1.	Thank you for your business!    Please double check your package for the following contents before proceeding:  
-Pre-bent grills---up to 9 pcs if you purchased the full kit. 
-8 stainless 6mm bolts with 6mm nuts—for rear hatch
-6 stainless 8-32 flanged bolts and sleeve nuts—for front center grill
       2.   	Rear hatch grills/slats removal
-Start by opening the rear hatch and removing the 8 screws that thread into the bottom of each grill piece.  Next using a hair dryer or heat gun warm up the rear most area of each grill one at a time taking care not to get the paint too hot.  You will need to pry up on the rear of each grill from the top of the hatch and pop it free, then slide it out towards the rear of the car.  There are locating tabs in the front of each grill.  When prying take care not to hurt your paint!  Repeat this for all 4 grills, now using goo-gone or some similar adhesive remover you will need to clean the oem double sided tape residue off of the rear hatch.   We also recommend using a buffing compound of your choice to help even out the paint in the grill area that hasn’t seen the light of day since your car was new!    
-Now that you have removed all 4 grills and cleaned the old residue off you can start the fitment of your new grills.  Starting with one of the front most grills, before removing the adhesive tape hold one in place on the underside of the hatch, you will need to line it up so the mesh covers the entire opening and make a small mark around the corner onto the hatch so it will be easy to line up with the tape exposed. Make sure the bend contours nicely with the curve on the hatch, some light adjustment may be necessary. Make sure to clean the area where the adhesive will stick with alcohol or an equivalent.  Now remove the adhesive tape cover and starting with one side line up the corner with your mark and press it firmly into place, lightly pull/stretch the other side upwards making sure to have the mesh flush with the underside of the hatch.  Run firm pressure back a forth across the adhesive strip to ensure good adhesion, using a heat gun or hairdryer to warm up and activate the glue will help also.   Repeat for the other side.   Use the same process for the rear mesh grills. When test fitting without the adhesive exposed, bend the smallest mesh tabs and the rear tab with adhesive strips out so they don’t contact the hatch first or they will cause problems with fitment.  There are 5 strips of adhesive on these grills to apply, when installing make sure to get the 90 degree bend in the mesh all the way into the corner on the hatch.  Start by applying the large side strips first, then the rear, then the small tabs, making sure to keep upward pressure while keep the 90 degree bend in place.
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-Insert the 8 stainless 6mm flange bolts into the now exposed holes make sure the head on the flange covers the hole entirely and tighten down the supplied nuts. 
3. 	Front Inlet Grills
-Start by removing the front center grill by opening the plastic tabs on the underside of the front clam opening up by hand and pulling outward on the grill.  Take care not to break these tabs as they have become brittle! While pulling outward lift up slightly and the center grill will come out of its 6 locater holes.   Next remove the turn signal assemblies by lightly prying them out of the clam.  These have a pop in type fitment so take your time and use light pressure.    Now that the signals are out you can access the small screws that hold the smaller front inlet grills in place, using a short screwdriver or even a set of small pliers has proven to be the easiest way to get these out.  Once the screws are out you can pull the small grills out in a similar motion as the larger center grill. You can now reinstall your turn signals.  
Start with the smaller side grills, before removing the adhesive backing test fit them in place, make sure they sit into the inlet pockets as evenly as possible, some adjustments to the bends on the backside may be necessary. It may be advisable to make a small mark on the corner to help align these when you remove the adhesive backing.   Make sure to clean the area where the adhesive will stick with alcohol or an equivalent.    Now remove the adhesive backing and carefully put the grill into place.  Use firm pressure to apply the adhesive into the pocket area.  Using a heat gun or hair dryer after will help activate the adhesive and provide long lasting adhesion.   Repeat steps for other side.      
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The center grill lines up into the opening easiest via the tow hook cutout. Test the grill fitment into the opening and make small adjustements to aid fitment as necessary.  There may be a small gap between the mesh and the top corners, make these as even as possible.   Now using a silver sharpie or something similar mark the mesh where the small locater holes are along the bottom edge of the clam opening.  You can do this by leaning the top of the mesh outward at a 45 degree angle.   After making your marks pull the mesh out and install the small 8-32 flange bolts through the mesh opening at your marks  and thread on the small sleeve nuts.  Make sure to use a washer on both sides of the mesh along with the bolts.   Now  place the mesh into the front opening by sliding the center 2 sleeve nuts into the locator holes first and work outward, then press the folded portions of the mesh into the plastic tabs on the top of the opening.  Line up the mesh evenly across the opening into the tabs. 
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4.	Radiator Top Exit Grills
Start by removing the access panel covers.    Now remove the oem top grills via the two small bolts on each of them, take care not to drop or loose the bolts or washers you will need these!  The grills are removed by sliding them apart from each other and pulling upward.    Next test fit your new mesh in place by sliding the center portion in first and laying it down into place, make any necessary adjusments  to aid fitment and mark the mesh where the two hex bolts from the oem pieces thread in.   You will need to expand the mesh slightly to get the two bolts to slide through; this can be done by using a set of needle nose pliers.  Slide the needle nose into the holes while they are closed then open them slightly in turn increasing the size of the hole for the 5mm bolt to slide though.   Repeat for the other side.   No install your mesh grills in place, the grills overlap each other in the center, it doesn’t matter which side is on top.   Now bolt the mesh down with the oem hardware.  Reinstall the access covers in the same fashion they were removed, there is a lip that slides under the mesh and entraps it when the panels are in place.
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5. 	Grab your favorite beverage and enjoy your new grills! 
If you have any questions on the install process at all please email us, we check and respond regularly.   
Gregsraceparts@gmail.com 

	 
     





	


